About

Introducing the

BARN RAISING
LOAN PROGRAM
from the Riverwest
Investment Cooperative

Riverwest
Investment
Cooperative

RIC was founded in the spring of 2003 by a group
of Riverwest residents concerned with the lack of
community-directed capital. RIC’s founding mission
is to pool, organize, manage, and invest community
resources in projects that will directly benefit the longterm health of the Riverwest and Harambee (53212 zip
code) area while returning a profit to investors.
As a cooperative, RIC investors pool resources to encourage
development in our neighborhood for the benefit of all.
Even though RIC is for-profit, its underlying foundation
of shared risk means that in evaluating returns, both
financial and social goods are equally considered.

When Riverwest
Neighbors Provide
Your Business Loan ...

If you want to become a member of RIC
and invest in the community, let us know.
For as little as $100, you can get started.
Contact RIC through the email site
http://riverwestinvest.com/

About

Wisconsin Women’s
Business Initiative
Corporation (WWBIC)

The Wisconsin’s Business Initiative Corporation (WWBIC)
is a statewide economic development organization
dedicated to serving the needs of aspiring and established
small business owners across the state of Wisconsin.

SUCCESS
is Right Outside
Your Door

www.wwbic.com

You’re just minutes away from getting additional
capital for your 53212 zip code business!

RIC’s Barn Raising
Loan Program

It’s Easy To Apply For Your
Barn Raising RIC Loan

Designed to Get You Started
and Keep You Going

Loans are available from $1,000 to $100,000.
Rates vary depending on the loan. Loans can be
used for machinery, equipment, furniture, fixtures,
leasehold improvements, inventory, supplies and
working capital. The average loan approval takes
about six weeks!

If you are starting or want to grow your business,
consider securing your capital from the Riverwest
Investment Cooperative (RIC) Barn Raising Loan
program. RIC’s Barn Raising program is supported
by the Wisconsin Women’s Business Initiative
Corporation (WWBIC).
When you secure financing from RIC’s Barn Raising
Loan program, you will receive all the support that
comes from RIC and the outstanding one-on-one
assistance that WWBIC is known for. This is an
unbeatable combination of guidance and resources
for any entrepreneur.

Here’s how
you get started:
1. Go to http://riverwestinvest.com/. Click on
the button ‘Contact RIC’ and leave us a message
with your phone and email as well as your
interest in securing a loan.
2. RIC will get back in touch to discuss your goals,
timing, needs and pre-qualification guidelines.
3. Following initial RIC approval, you will be
guided through the WWBIC loan application
and business training process

BUSINESS

It’s just that simple!

Neighbors Lending Money
And Support Because Your
Neighbors Care
Our business loan initiative is called the “Barn
Raising Loan” because our program is about
neighbors helping neighbors. Our loan program
is focused on the Riverwest Community. RIC’s Barn
Raising program is an effort by Riverwest neighbors
and supporters that have invested their own funds
to lend to businesses that want to grow in the
Riverwest neighborhood.
As founding members of RIC, we have seen the
incredible effort and dedication of the membership
to make the Riverwest neighborhood a better place
to live and work. As a loan recipient from WWBIC,
we received all the resources and guidance which
has encouraged our successes. Simply put, the
support now available to new businesses working
with RIC & WWBIC will raise the likelihood for
their success. We are so pleased these two
organizations are working together!
- John and Penny Rossetto, Co-Owners of
Transfer Pizza

